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Subject: Study F-52l.l/L-52l.l - Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on 
Community Property (Comments on Tentative Recommendation) 

BACKGROUllD 

The Commission circulated for comment its tentative recommendation 

on the effect of joint tenancy title on community property during the 

months of February, March, and April. A copy of the tentative 

recommendation is attached to this memorandum. 

The tentative recommendation was sent to persons on the 

Commission's regular mailing list interested in family law, probate 

law, real property law, .and business law. In addition, the tentative 

recommendation or a summary of it was printed and publiclzed in the 

California Family Law Report, CEB Estate Planning Reporter, and State 

Bar Estate Planning News. We also solicited input from special 

interest groups, including relevant State Bar and specialized bar 

sections, the real estate industry, the title insurance industry, the 

banking and trust industry, and the securities transfer industry. 

We have received comments from 25 persons and organizationS. The 

comments are attached to this memorandum as an Exhibit. This 

memorandum analyzes the responses. 

SUMMARY OF TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION 

The tentative recommendation seeks to ensure that married persons 

who ·take title to property as joint tenants do so knowingly and 

intentionally. In order to convert their community property to 

separate property held as jOint tenants, the spouses would have to 

transmute the property by an express written declaration; otherwise it 

would remain community property. The recommendation requires persons 

who assist spouses in titling their property to inform them of the 
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advantages and disadvantages of community property and joint tenancy. 

A "safe harbor" statutory form is provided with sufficient information 

and a proper declaration to enable spouses to transmute community 

property to separate property held as joint tenants, if desired. The 

statutory presumption that community. property remains community unless 

transmuted to joint tenancy would apply retroactively to property 

acquired before the operative date of the statute. 

GENERAL REACTION 

The general reaction to the tentative recommendation is mixed. 

Four commentators support it without qualification, and eight others 

support the basic approach but suggest some changes. Four commentators 

oppose the tentative recommendation, and three offer their own cure for 

the community property/joint tenancy problem. The remaining six 

comment on specific aspects of the recommendation without indicating 

general support or opposition. 

General Support 

Unqualified supporters of the tentative recommendation include the 

Executive Committee of the State Bar Family Law Section (Exhibit p. 

47), which "unanimously agrees with the recommendation and reasoning 

therein, Scott D. Richmond of Orange (Exhibit p. 38), a certified 

specialist in estate planning, who thinks "it' s wonderful and it' s 

about time", Professor Paul Goda of Santa Clara University School of 

Law_ (Exhibit _p •. 20). ("an .excellent. recommendation") , ... .and.Robert Clark 

of South Pasadena (Exhibit p. 29), a paralegal who states that the 

recommendations "rectify the present confusion that exists in this 

area. The proposed changes to the code are well organized and well 

thought out." 

'Other supporters of the recommendation make such remarks as: 

"It is certainly time to clarify the law in this area. The 

recommendation seem.s to do that in a straightforward way." John D. 

Miller of Long Beach (Exhibit p. 5). 
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"My initial reaction to this legislation is that it is high time. 

The misinformation and lack of information in the real estate and 

title communities are of gargantuan proportions." Maralee NeIder-Adams 

of Grass Valley (Exhibit p. 17). 

"I applaud your review and tentative recommendations and 

highly approve of the intended purpose of this legislation. It is long 

overdue. I support the recommendations and feel that the clarity of 

the proposed legislation is good." Paul W. Smith of Vista (Exhibit p. 

26). 

General Opposition 

The following persons oppose the entire concept of the legislation: 

Alvin G. Buchignani of San Francisco (Exhibit p. 10) believes the 

debtor protection aspects of joint tenancy should be fostered and he 

does not believe the legislation should be retroactive. However, he 

has no objection to the requirement that persons involved in title 

preparation must inform married persons about the consequences of the 

form of title. These matters are discussed in greater detail below. 

Peter R. Palermo of Pasadena (Exhibit p. 19) believes the law as 

it stands is adequate, "i.e., 1) the presumption that if husband and 

wife take title as joint tenants they hold as community property, and 

2) in order to transmute joint tenancy into community property there 

should be a writing." He does not believe that it is realistic to 

think people will become informed about the consequences of the form of 

tenure they select. Interestingly enough, his version of current law 

is consistent with the tentative recommendation. However, there is no 

consensus in the -legal-- community about whilt existing law is. This is 

amply illustrated by the fact that one of the greatest concerns 

commentators have with the tentative recommendation is its 

retroactivity, on the basis that it will change current law, whatever 

it is. 

The Legislative Committee of the Stanislaus County Bar Association 

Family Law Section (Exhibit p. 32)_ strongly opposes the proposal. "The 

reason that we oppose this legislation is that it does not specifically 

coordinate itself to the language in the Family Law Act which talks 

about community property versus joint tenancy property. If this law 
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went into effect, then all property owned by parties in joint tenancy 

would be presumed separate rather than presumed to be community. That 

is dichotomous." The staff does not understand these remarks. The 

subcommittee appears to attribute to the tentative recommendation the 

opposite of what it would do. 

Thomas N. Stewart, Jr., of Walnut Creek (Exhibit p. 42) believes 

the proposal is ill considered. He deplores legislation intended to 

protect the public from itself and believes new legislation only adds 

confusion. He doubts that the Commission has considered "the adverse 

Federal Estate Tax effect making joint tenancy property part of the 

property 'subj ect to claims "'. The staff is not sufficiently expert in 

estate tax matters to respond fully to this last point. We do 

understand that expenses incurred in transferring title to joint 

tenancy property are deductible for estate tax purposes if paid before 

the return is filed. However, expenses of probate administration for 

community property are also deductible. Whether there is any 

significant advantage one way or the other is not clear to us. We also 

suspect that any estate tax advantage that might be found for joint 

tenancy is far overshadowed by the potential income tax disadvantage. 

It is not clear whether Robert J. Fulton of San Jose (Exhibit p. 

16) supports or opposes the tentative recommendation. His letter 

begins, "My compliments to the person or persons that put the time and 

effort into this work." But his letter concludes with a "Counterpoint: 

I thing it is time to stop trying to legislate away every possibility 

of error in our social order." He does not think the proposed 

legislation can achieve . its goal to provide certainty and minimize 

.11 tigation. 

Different Solution 

Three commentators offer their own approaches to the community 

property/joint tenancy problem. 

Abolish joint tenanCY. Rawlins Coffman of Red Bluff (Exhibit p. 

22) states '~I abhor the joint tenancy vesting." He would eliminate all 

future joint tenancy vesting in California, require existing joint 

tenancies to be converted to another form of tenure, allow either 

spouse full disposition rights over the spouse's one-half interest in 
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community property, and treat quasi-community property the same as 

community property for all purposes. The staff does not believe it is 

politically feasible to abolish joint tenancy. A recommendation to do 

this would not cure any problems in the law because it would not be 

enacted. 

CO!!!!llllIlity property with right of survivorship. The law firm of 

Rosenthal and Smith of Encino (Exhibit p. 37) believes that the 

tentative recommendation· is "a step in the right direction", but should 

go one step further and allow anew hybrid title form to be used in the 

future--community property with right of survivorship. Property held 

in this form would be treated as community property for all purposes 

except at death it would pass to the survivor. However, they also 

propose that the property would be subject to testamentary 

disposition. This sounds a lot lilte unadorned community property--we 

don't need a new title form for that. 

The Legislative Committee of the Beverly Hills Bar Association 

Probate and Trust Section (Exhibit p. 39) also thinks the tentative 

recommendation is "excellent" but that community property with right of 

survivorship would be better. Their version of CPWROS is more in line 

. with what we have considered in the past--the property is treated as 

community for all purposes, but at death it would not be subject to 

testamentary disposition.. Their proposal would be a way to treat 

existing community property held in joint tenancy form. 

The Beverly Hills group makes a strong argument for their 

proposal, noting that many persons have taken joint tenancy title 

knowingly and intentionally, that survivorship enables certainty and 

aimplicity.in passing title-at- death, and· that .title.wi.llmean.what it 

says. They pose the situation of a second marriage where each apouse 

has children of a former marriage. They knowingly take jOint title, 

each intending to pass their own property to their own children, but 

the jointly titled family home is intended to go to the survivor. 

Under the tentative recommendation the children of the decedent could 

challenge the joint tenancy deed and take a share of the decedent's 

interest in the family home as community property. 
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The Commission has taken all theae factors into account in the 

past when it has seriously considered the concept of community property 

with right of survivorship. The problem is that no matter what rule we 

adopt, it is easy to come· up with cases that would come out wrong under 

it. The solution is to figure out what the ordinary situation is and 

cover it by statute, while still allowing persons who don't fit the 

mold to do what they want to do. 

Our investigation of this subject over many years reveals that 

very few people understand the full consequences, or even any of the 

consequences, of taking title as joint tenants. That theme is repeated 

throughout the current responses to our latest proposal on this 

subject. Second, even if people know or think they know what they are 

doing by taking joint title, they often end up later wanting to pass 

the property elsewhere, either through a will or a trust, not knowing 

that the joint tenancy form of title precludes this. 

Considerations such as these, plus the uncertainty over whether 

this sort of treatment would qualify the property as community for 

federal income tax purposes, has led the Commission to reject the 

concept of community property with right of survivorship on several 

occasions . 

Other General Considerations 

Mr. Buchignani believes the law should favor joint tenancy because 

of its creditor avoidance aSPects. Exhibit pp. 10-11. By preferring 

community property to joint tenancy, the tentative recoDlllendation is 

going the wrong way. Most creditors are knowledgeable and can take 

care of themselves, _whereas .. an .. innocent. spouse should be able to take 

the decedent's property free of the decedent's debts. "When weighing 

the interests of these two groups, I must conclude that the interests 

of the spouse deserve greater protection." 

On the other hand, Mr. Smith would seek to eliminate the 

debt-avoiding features of joint tenancy. Exhibit p. 28. The staff 

agrees with Mr. 8mi th' s argument that "There is no reason in our modern 

society to perpetuate this inequitable rule of common law."· However, 

that is beyond the scope of the current recoDlllendation, and the staff 

be1ieves.we should not get sidetracked by it. 
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One commentator, Luther J. Avery of San Francisco (Exhibit p. 7), 

thinks the tentative recommendation should go beyond its limited scope 

and address other situations where joint tenancy title between spouses 

creates peculiar issues. Among the ones he has frequently encountered 

in law practice are: 

Tracing from and through bank accounts. The California Multiple 

Party Account Law deals with cOllllllUllity property in joint accounts. 

This was enacted on Commission recommendation. It appears to be 

working adequately. 

Property located in another state. Mr. Avery is correct that we 

do not delve into choice of law rules. No one has demonstrated that a 

problem exists in this respect. 

Community property invested in an asset. held with a third person 

in joint tenancy. This deals with a totally different problem from 

that addressed in the tentative recommendation. If people really use 

joint tenancy as a form of investment tenure with third persons, that 

fact illustrates the danger of joint tenancy tenure and supports 

efforts to ensure that it is only used knowingly. 

Unmarried cohabitors. If unmarried cohabitors acquire property as 

joint tenants, their interests are separate pro.perty (community 

property is limited to married persons). This recommendation seeks 

only to cure the limited problem of community property held in joint 

form. 

SPECIFIC POINTS ON TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION 

Preliminary Part 

A number of remarks are addressed to the preliminsry part of the 

. tentative recommendation that explains the proposals and the reasons 

for them. 

Summary of Tentative Recommendation (prefsce). IRS refuses to 

recognize community property. Alvin G. Buchignani of San Francisco 

(Exhibitp. 10) would be more precise in referring to the position of 

the Internal Revenue Service, e.g., "the Internal Revenue Service 
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refuses to recognize cOlllll1Dlity property claims for property titled as 

joint tenancy unless evidenced by a written agreement." The staff has 

no problem with this clarification. 

Pages 2-3. Comparison of community property and joint tenancy. 

The Debtor/Creditor Relations and Bankruptcy Committee of the State Bar 

Business Law Section (Exhibit p. 33) belieVes the discussion of the 

incidents of community property and joint tenancy is unbalanced in 

favor of community property and may be inaccurate in some respects, 

particularly with respect to protectiona against creditors. The staff 

will review the matters identified in their letter· and pr.opose any 

changes that appear appropriate in the next draft of the recommendation. 

Page 4 (footnotes 23 and 25), Retroactivity and existing law. 

The discussion in the text and footnotes indicates the intent to apply 

the proposed legislation retroactively and that the proposed 

legislation probably codifies existing law. Professor Goda of Santa 

Clara University School of Law (Exhibit p. 20) suggests that this 

discussion should be expanded, since it is a major issue. The staff 

agrees, and will augment this portion of the preliminary part in the 

next draft of the recommendation. 

Pages 4-5. Title to cOmmunity property Can pass simply by 

affidavit. J. Richard Johnston of Oakland (Exhibit p. 1) questions the 

accuracy of the comment on pages 4 and 5 (and also on page 3) that 

community property title can pass quickly by affidavit of death in the 

. same manner as joint tenancy. Apparently he has encountered difficulty 

in using the affidavit procedure for community property, even though 

Probate Code Section 13540 gives the surviving spouse the right to 

dispose of real property. 40 . days after· the ·death of . the . decedent, 

absent a claim of interest. The Commission considered adding statutory 

language to strengthen this procedure but did not include it because it 

appeared that title companies now are honoring the 40-day rule. Mr. 

Johnston's comments indicate this may not be the case. The staff 

recoumends . that the Commission: propose language that augments or 

clarifies the availability of the affidavit procedure. We are not sure 

what form this would take, but will propose language for the. final 

recommendation on this matter. 
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§ 860. Scope of chapter 

Mr. Avery notea that the tentative recommendation fails to deal 

with separate property held in joint title. Exhibit p. 1. He is 

correct that the tentative recommendation deals only with imposition of 

joint title on community property, not on separate property. We agree 

that the separate property/gift/transmutation issues are much more 

complex. We're having enough trouble forging a consensus in a 

relatively narrow area of law, without bringing in a whole new set of 

problems. 

Margaret T. Collins of Torrance (Exhibit p. 44) agrees with the 

approach of the tentative recommendation on this point. "I cannot 

think of an effective way of clarifying the consequences when both 

separate and community property funds have been used. I think most of 

the problems will be cleared up by the proposed language." 

Bart J. Schenone of Hayward (Exhibit pp. 30-31) suggests a 

potential problem with retroactivity of the proposed legislation and 

its impact on the in-law inheritance statute. However, Mr. Schenone's 

problem relates only to joint tenancy that has a separate property 

source rather than joint tenancy that has a community property source, 

and is therefore unaffected by the current proposal. His problem 

illustrates two interesting points, however: (1) Joint tenancy form of 

title may cause quirky unintended consequences. (2) The in-law 

inheritance statute can operate inequitably. Both these principles we 

know well. Besides attacking uninformed use of joint tenancy in this 

tentative recommendation, the Coumission has recommended repeal of the 

in-law inheritance statute. 

§ 862. Transmutation of COmmunity property to 10int tenancy 

Section 862 requires a written transmutation in order to create 

joint tenancy from community property. Ms. Collins agrees. Exhibit p. 

44. 

Mr. Smith questions the provision of this section that allows the 

written transmutation to be executed with the document of title "or at 

another time". Exhibit p. 26. His concern is that the purpose of 

advising and requiring a knowing acceptance of the joint tenancy would 

be substantially defeated if this can be done after the fact. The 
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draft allows the transmutstion to be done at another time so that if 

the spouses fail to sign the transmutation at the time title is taken, 

they can cure the defect later without having to reconvey, etc. We do 

not see how the intent of the statute would be hurt by this. 

The most serious problem raised in connection with the written 

transmutation relates to the fact that the statutory declaration found 

in Section 864, or some nonstatutory equivalent, may be used routinely 

in every transaction. It will become just another piece of paper to 

sign without conveying to the signer any useful information about what 

is occurring. The firm of Rosenthal and Smith observes that "the 

Declaration will become just one more form in a multitude of documents 

which must be signed in complex transactions, such as the purchase of 

real property, or even in simply establishing a bank account. As such, 

people will wind up signing this document without the full knowledge 

and 'informed consent' necessary to make such a decision." Exhibit p. 

37. 

The harm here could be serious, since by signing the declaration 

the person ensures the property is joint tenancy. At least under 

existing law there may be the possibility of making an argument that 

the joint tenancy was unintended and inadvertent. Could the 

Commission's recommendation actually put people in a worse, rather than 

better, position to avoid an unwanted joint tenancy? 

First, it is our hope that when a person glances at the 

declaration while signing papers, the declaration may catch the 

person's eye and give the person pause to think and perhaps question. 

Second, the form may give the form provider (broker, escrow agent, 

etc.). pause "to think and···psrhapsbe ·.weaned·..fromjoint tenancy .... Third, 

it is not clear that a person who signs the declaration will be in a. 

worse position than under eXisting law, which is moving away from 

allowing a person to argue the nature of property based on 

understandings and oral agreements of intent. Finally, common law and 

equitable excuses such as fraud, duress, mistake, etc. are always 

available. 
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§ 863. Information concerning fOrm of title 

Section 863 requires any person who provides a form or advises the 

use of joint tenancy to inform the joint tenants of the advantages and 

disadvantages of joint tenancy and community property. This duty could 

be satisfied by use of the statutory form. 

A number of commentators ·object to requiring or permitting lay 

persons such as real estate agents, bank clerks, securities 

salespersons, stationery store clerks, and the like, to g·ive legal 

advice. See, e.g., Robert M. Allen of San Jose (Exhibit p. 2), Mr. 

Miller (Exhibit p. 5), Robert M. Jones of Atascadero (Exhibit p. 23), 

the firm of Rosenthal and Smith (Exhibit p. 37), Mr. Stewart (Exhibit 

p. 42), Ms. Collins (Exhibit p. 44). Typical concerns expressed are 

that it is unreasonable to impose a burden to give legal advice on 

these lay persons, that the advice given is not likely to be much good, 

that this is a trap for the unwary and will cause substantial 

litigation over liability issues. 

On the other .hand, several commentators feel less charitable 

towards laypersons who stick married persons with joint tenancy. See, 

e.g., Mr. Buchignani (Exhibit p. ll--no objection to requiring persons 

involved in titling to explain consequences) and William L. Dok of San 

Jose (Exhibit p. 25-wholehearted support, too many years of. title 

company and real estate sales person ignorance, they "should either be 

prohibited from giving legal advice as to the form of title someone 

should take property in, or in the alternative, they should be properly 

educated to give legal advice because that is exactly what they are 

doing and have been doing for far too long"). 

The most . common alternate . .Bolution suggested by the .... CQIIlII\entators 

is simply to require that the statutory form be used in order to obtain 

joint tenancy. We did not impose such a requirement in the tentative 

recommendation because we did not want to invalidate titles just 

because some lay person failed to provide the form. We believed that 

the form would come into common use, but were unwilling to mandate it. 

The State Bar Debtor/Creditor Committee has a different 

perspective. It believes that an attorney should not be able to 

discharge the duty to counsel its client simply by providing a 
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statutory form. Exhibit pp. 35-36. This is particularly so because of 

defects the group sees in the statutory form. See discussion below in 

connection with Section 864. 

The staff must agree with critics of the advice requirement. We 

included it so people involved in titling property would sit up and 

take notice, but we do not think the requirement is practical, and it 

would generate a formidable obstacle to enactment of any reform in the 

Legislature. However, we also think that a broker or escrow agent who 

advises married persons to put their property into joint tenancy is 

flirting with common law liability regardless of any statutory mandate. 

The staff suggests that the statute should require only that a 

person involved in titling property as joint tenancy should provide the 

statutory declaration, which includes information. The statute also 

should make clear that there is no liability for failure to do so, and 

the failure does not affect the validity of any joint tenancy title 

that is otherwise valid. This will encourage the giving of proper 

advice without creating liability problems that don't already exist. 

§ 864. Statutory form 

Section 864 provides a form of advice and transmutation for 

creating joint tenancy. Use of the form satisfies the statutory advice 

and transmutation requirements. 

The form states that "You may wish to seek expert advice before 

signing this declaration." Several commentators felt the signer should 

be referred to an attorney rather than an "expert". See comments of 

Mr. Avery (Exhibit p. 8), Ms. Relder-Adams (Exhibit p. 17), Mr. Smith 

(Exhibit..p., 26)., Ths--Commiasion considered -this concept_ befor~. _ and 

decided that requiring consultation with a lawyer is self-serving, and 

that non-lawyer estate planning professionals are compe'tent to advise 

on these matters. Mr. Smith remarks, however, that "I feel strongly 

that there are few attorneys, let alone accountants, brokers and other 

'experts' that understand more than what is summarized in this form. 

Maybe that is self-serving, but I know of no other • expert' that I 

would refer a client to for advice in this regard." 
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The State Bar Debtor/Creditor Committee is concerned that the 

declaration is biased against joint tenancy, and is inaccurate and 

incomplete in places. Exhibit pp. 34-35. The group is particularly 

concerned that the description of rights of creditors should be more 

fully explained and in a inore even-handed lIIIlIlner. The staff will 

review the declaration to try to eliminate any bias, but we note two 

concerns: (1) It is not possible in a short summary such as this to 

write a treatise on the law, and if it were possible, we would defeat 

the purpose of this short statement, which is simply to hope people 

read it and get a rough idea of what they are doing and to send them to 

an expert if they are concerned. (2) One of the reasons the 

declaration may seem slanted is that in fact, as most experts will tell 

you, community property is more appropriate for the situation of most 

married people than joint tenancy. 

In this respect, it is also worth noting that we received a 

comment on creditor rights tending in a direction opposite to that of 

the State Bar Committee. Whereas the Bar Committee wents to point out 

protections against creditors in some detail, Mr. Smith wants the 

reverse. Exhibit pp. 26-27. He. points out that the social policy of 

joint tenancy creditor avoidance is unsound and should not be 

encouraged, and that there are fraudulent transfer and other 

limitations on the ability of a person to dodge creditors by putting 

property into joint tenancy. "The purpose of all of the above .!s to 

demonstrate that major exceptions exist to nullify the general rule. 

Thus, I believe the wording should be eliminated or at least changed to 

state 'that your spouse may take their interest free of debts, but that 

is dependent-upon the- cirGUlDstances and· the-.nature~f the-obligaUon ... ' 

Mr. Avery suggests that this form be prepared in the most common 

foreign languages as well as English. Since this document will be 

recorded, the staff believea it is appropriate that it be in English. 

Other useful editorial suggestions, which the staff will 

incorporate in the next draft of the reconmendation, are made in the 

letters of Ms. Helder-Adams (Exhibit p.18), Mr. Smith (Exhibit pp. 

26-28), and Ms. Collins (Exhibit p. 46). 
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§ 865. Effect of transmutation to Joint tenancy 

Once joint tenancy is created under this chapter, it is a true 

separate property joint tenancy. Therefore, a severance of the 

survivorship right results in a separate property tenancy in common 

rather than a reversion to community property. 

Mr. Fulton asks whether this conflicts with the community property 

presumption for tenancy in common property under Section 2581(a). 

Exhibit p. 16. It does not, since subdivision (b) of Section 2581 is 

added to make clear that the character of the property is governed by 

the provisions of this chapter rather than by Section 258l(a). 

§ 866. Effect on special statutes 

Mr. Avery wonders why the tentative recommendation does not make 

conforming revisions in other statutes that currently prescribe rules 

for joint ownership of bank accounts, stocks, automobiles, and other 

jointly-held personal property. Exhibit pp. 8-9. He then answers his 

own question by noting the existence of Section 866, which provides 

that "Nothing in this chapter affects any other statute that prescribes 

the manner or effect of a transfer, inter vivos or at death, of 

property registered, licensed, or otherwise documented or titled in 

joint tenancy form pursuant to that statute." It is not our intent in 

this statute to override any special statute tsilored to deal expressly 

with joint ownership of a particular type of asset. 

§ 867. Transitional provision 

The new law would apply to existing joint tenancy titles imposed 

on --commlUli ty - property--the - property is ---presumed community but the 

presumption is rebuttable by evidence of a transmutation to joint 

tenancy. A number of commentators object to retroactive application. 

See comments of Lee A. Garry of Encino (Exhibit p. 3), Terry A. Green 

of San Jose (Exhibit p. 4), Mr. Buchignani (Exhibit p. 11), the State 

Bar Debtor/CreditorCommittee (Exhibit p. 35), and Ms. Collins (Exhibit 

p. 44). 

The reason most of these persons oppose application of the statute 

to existing joint tenancies is that persons may have relied on existing 

law and this would destroy their expectations or put a burden on them 
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to act to confirm their true joint tenancy intent. There are several 

problems with this arglDDent. First, we know that most joint tenants 

end up in that form of tenure unknowingly, and in fact many end up in 

that form of tenure despite their best efforts to have the property 

titled as community property. Second, even where persons have relied 

on existing law, we wonder what law they have relied on. The law is 

very unclear and is constantly changing by case law and by statute. In 

fact, we defy anyone to tell us with any certainty what existing law 

is. Third, if we were pressed to give an opinion of what existing law 

is, we would guess that it is exactly what is provided in the tentative 

recommendation--an asset with a community property source remains 

community unless it is transmuted to joint tenancy by an express 

written declaration. The tentative recommendation probably imposes no 

greater impediment to 

Professor Goda 

creation of Joint tenancy than already exists. 

agrees with this analysis. B~ibit p. 21. 

"Actually, I make a stronger case than you do when I teach in asserting 

that 'the effect of existing statute and case law is the same as that 

proposed in this recommendation.·" He is thankful that the legislation 

is retroactive. 

The staff has felt it is important to make the legislation apply 

to existing joint tenancies. The existing law is uncertain and is a 

continuing source of confusion and litigation. The proposed 

legislation would provide a clear rule, a rule that probably 

corresponds to what most persons would want, and a rule that probably 

captures existing law. 

One commentator notes the possibility of a constitutional 

impediment . to .. retroactive_ .. application under. the 18!2! .doctrine. In 

fact, the initial drafts of this legislation were prospective in light 

of Buol, until the II.1lk!l. case came down. ~ makes clear that there 

is no vested right in joint tenancy survivorship, and therefore 

retroactive legislation to impose a community property preslDDption is 

constitutional. This opens the way to apply the legislation to 

existing joint tenancies, which is what we have done in the proposal. 

Professor Goda raises the issue of how far back retroactivity 

should extend--to property acquired at any time, or only to property 

acquired after January 1, 1985 (the operative date of the transmutation 
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statute). 'He points out that the statute as drafted requires a writing 

that satisfies the transmutation statute, but since the transmutation 

statute did not exist until 1985 we cannot require compliance with it 

for properties acquired before 1985. Unless of course the 

transmutation documents are executed separately later, which draft 

Section 862 expressly permits (see discussion above). 

Our intent in the tentative recommendation is to apply the statute 

to all existing joint tenancy titles. We think we can do this under 

the ~ case. But for pre-l985 titles, the law probably was that a 

transmutation document was not necessary--the property was presumed 

joint tenancy, subject to a showing of intent of the parties not to 

transmute it or an oral agreement to tranmute it back. One option is 

to push the new statute back only to 1985, leaving the pre-1985 

properties to the vagaries of whatever the law was. Another option is 

to make clear that the new statute goes all the way back; a 

transmutation paper would be necessary to confirm joint tenancy title, 

but a period of time, e.g., a year or two grace period, would be 

provided before the new law applies. There could be some difficulty 

for a person no longer competent to execute such a document. 

The staff in principal prefers universal application of the new 

law, with a grace period. As we indicated above, this will come closer 

to what most persons really want, and will yield a fair result in most 

cases. Exceptions will be found, of course, but they will be 

exceptions rather than the rule. The new statute should be treated as 

curative legislation for titling abuses that have occurred over many 

years. 

However, as a. practical matter, every time we enact curative 

legislation in the family law and estate planning areas, we see 

practitioners panic without good cause. The reaction to the tentative 

recommendation suggests the current legislation will be no different in 

this respect. .We foresee that practitioners will rush out and cause 

their clients to execute documents transmuting their community property 

joint tenancies to true joint tenancies, or worse, will agitate to 

repeal the new legislation in its entirety, regardless of whether the 

proposal is completely retroactive or retroactive only to 1985. For 

this reason, the staff ultimately and reluctantly recommends that this 

proposal be made prospective only. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is clear from the commentary on the tentative recommendation 

that we will never be able to forge a consensus in this area. 

Nonethe1esa, the staff believes the tentative recommendation holds up 

well to the scrutiny and criticism it has received. The stsff .suggests 

the Commission make the following revisions to the tentative 

recommendation in light of the comments received, and prepare a final 

recommendstion on this basis. 

(1) The preliminary part should be revised to expand discussion in 

the aress of debtor rights and transmutation issues, and should 

incorporate clarifications and corrections suggested in the comments on 

the tentative recommendation. 

(2) The draft legislation should inclUde a provis:l.on augmenting 

existing statutory provisions for clearing title to community property 

by affidavit procedure. 

(3) The provision requiring brokers and others to advise married 

persons concerning joint tenancy and community property should be 

replaced by s provision requiring such persons to provide the statutory 

information form. The requirement should be precstory only, with no 

liability and no defect of title if the form is not provided. 

(4) The statutory declaration form should be reviewed for 

accuracy, particularly in the area of debtor rights, and clarifications 

and suggestions from the commentators incorporated. 

(5) The statute should be made prospective only. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nathaniel Sterling 
Executive Secretary 
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Memo 93-32 EXHIBIT Study F.521.1/L-521.1 

.JOHNSTON, HORTON & ROBERTS 

V. JUDSON KLE1N 11933-1976) 

J. RICHARD JOHNSTON 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

1901 HARRISON STREET. SUlTE 1500 

OAKI..AND. CAJ..IP'ORNIA 804812 
TEL.~PHONE l!5101 4!5Z-ZI33 

TEL.ECOPIER L!!Ilol 4!!i2-ZZ80 NEIL F. HORTON 

JAM ES G. Ro BERTS 

February 11, 1993 

california Law Revision commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Dear commission: 

Law Rewision Commission 
RECEIVED 

FEB 1 6 1993 
file: ______ _ 
Key: -----

I have read with interest the Commission's Tenta
tive Recommendation on the Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on 
community Property, and I intend to retain it for future 
reference. However, I do questton'the accuracy of the 
following statements at pages 3 ~Hd·4-5 of the Summary of 
Tentative Recommendations: 

Page 3: "The ability to clear title quickly by an 
affidavit of death is characteristic of joint tenancy prop
erty that applies to community property as well." 

Pages 4-5: "Treating the property as community at 
death will enable passage at death to the surviving spouse 
without probate. Title to the property can be cleared 
quickly and simply either by affidavit or by summary court 
proceeding." 

sections 210-221 of the Probate Code are cited as 
authority for the second statement. section 210 provides 
that when title to real property is affected by the death of 
a person, the fact of death may be established by recording 
either an affidavit of death or a certified copy of a court 
order that determines the fact-of death. 

An affidavit is commonly used to clear the record 
title to joint tenancy property. I fail to understand, 
however, how recording either an affidavit of death or a 
court order establishing the fact of death will clear the 
title to community real property, since the right of survi
vorship that is characteristic of joint tenancy property has 
no application to community property. 

If I am correct in my understanding of the law, I 
suggest that the Summary of Tentative Recommendation should 
be revised. 

Very truly yours, 

1 



February 12, 1993 

ROBERT M. ALLEN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

152 NOI=iITH THIRD STJ:;tEET. SUITE 510 

SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95112 

t .... oet 298-B2e2. 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, '0-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Law ReWsioR Camlllission 
REI;EIVED 

FEB 16 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: -----

Re: Tentative Recommendation on Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on 
community Property 

To Whom It May Concern: 

It is my understanding that the Tentative Recommendation would 
require a person who assists spouses in titling-their property to 
inform theJI of the advantages and disadvantages of community 
property and joint tenancy foI'llS of ownership. Most- of these 
assisting persons will not be attorneys. I do not think that 
they will be competent to give legal advise on the advantages or 
disadvantages of community property and.. joint tenancy. There
fore, I would suggest that the law include a quoted provision 
which all assisting persons who are not attorneys must provide to 
the spouses prior to preparing documents which would title their 
property. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert M. Allen 

RMA:ca 
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Lawor_or 

--- Lee A. Garry -----------------

February 12, 1993 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303-4739 

Re: News Release of February 8, 1993 

Gentlemen: 

The Atrium, Suite 208 
16580 Ventura Boulevard 

Encino, Cal1foruia 91436-2028 --
(818) 986-6575 

Law Rnisillll Commission 
RECEIVED 

:EB 1 I) 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: _____ _ 

I read with interest your news release of February 8, 1993. In 
substance, I have no serious objection to the proposed legislation 
other than I believe it would be a serious mistake to make the rule 
retroactive to property acquired before the operative date of the 
statute. There must be a great number of people who have placed 
property in title in reliance upon the state of the law at the time 
it was done. If the statute is made retroactive it would place a 
severe burden on all of those persons to immediately record 
documents to effectuate their true intention. Obviously, in some 
cases the parties may no longer even agree, and it would be 
impossible to effectuate the intention of the parties as of the 
earlier date when the recording first occurred. 

In addition to the above, there may be tax or other reasons why 
parties have elected to hold property as community or joint 
tenancy. To apply an unrelated presumption to defeat their 
intention seems to be inappropriate. 

In summary, I have no.objection to ti't~a~1:"QPosed legislation other 
than I seriously object to it being made retroactive. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

very truly yours, 

LAG/paw 
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TERRY A, GREEN. A.,P.C. 

ROIIERT W, EVANS 

Nathaniel Sterling 
Executive Secretary 

LAW 0FPtC •• 011' 

GREEN a EVANS 
SANTA CLARA STWEIET PROFESSIONAL BUILDING 

SUITE 300 

425 E. SANTA CLARA STREET 

SAN JOSE. CAW F'ORN IA as 1 I S 

.... ) .... an7 
FAll: C4OB) •• 8-111721 

February 16, 1993 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Rd., Ste. 0-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Re: Joint or_anDY On CcmauJlity property 

Dear Mr. Sterling: 

law Revision Commission 
RECEIVED 

FEB 1 ~. 1993 
file: ______ _ 
Key: _____ _ 

Thank you for informing me of pending legislation re real 
property held as joint tenants by married parties. 

Comments: 

1. In the past, community property has often been held as 
joint tenants by married parties even though they considered it to 
be community property. Because of realtors and escrow companies, 
the title was held erroneously as joint tenants. 

2. However, it is also true that many people deliberately and 
knowingly held property as joint tenancy rather than community 
property. 

3. There is current law which presumes property held in joint 
tenancy by married people is community property. See Civil Code 
section 4800.1. 

4. I support legislation that will deem jointlY held real 
property to be community property unless there is specific evidence 
to the contrary. 

5. There may be serious problems with retroactivity along the 
lines dealt with in SUol. 

I have been a certified specialist in family law since 1980 
and practice family law exclusively. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, 

TAGjed 
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LAW OFFICES 

JOHN D. MILLER PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

JOHN 0 MILLER 

MISTY L_ COLwELL 

February 17, 1993 

Nathaniel Sterling 

301 EAST OCEAN BOULEVARD SEVENTH FLOOR 

LONG BEACH_ CALIFORNIA 90802-4828 

TELEPHONE .310.43'5-4703 

TELEcoPlER '310_432·3,447 

California Law Revision co .. ission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303-4739 

OF COUNSEL 

TO 
CARLSf,IlTl-I BALL 

'NtCHM"'N MURR"'Y CASE MUKAI a IC ... IKI 

TELEPHONE '310' 43!.i·'563I 

TELECOPIER .310.437-37£0 

law RIIisieft CenNaission 
RECEIVED 

C:EB 1 ~ 1993 
Fill: 
Ker.------

Re: Tentative Recomaendation "Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on 
Co .. unity Property" 

Dear Nat: 

I have read the above 
earlier material on the 
the law in this area. 
straightforward way. 

recommendation, and a good deal of the 
subject. It is certainly time to clarify 
The recommendation seeas to do that in a 

There is one area of the recommendation, however, that gives me 
some concern. I wonder if anyone else will raise it? The concern 
is with the provisions in section 863.{a) that require the person 
who provides an instrument (presumably a joint tenancy docuaent 
though the section does not say so) to a married person must inform 
that person of the LEGAL incidents of the two forms of holding 
tenure. The statutory form will satisfy the persons duty to infora, 
but the failure to inform does not effect the validity of a 
transmutation that " .•• is otherwise valid" - whatever that means. 

My problEsTA ia that the ·sec'tlun requires .. person furnishing a joint 
tenancy instrument to. give "legal" advice. Does the statute intend 
to require real estate salespersons, brokers, store clerks, and 
other "persons" to give such advice? should it do that? Is it 
fair to require them to do that? What constitutes "legal advice?" 
And does this set a precedent for authorizing non-lawyers to give 
legal advice not only here in what is concededly a coaplex area, 
but in others as well. If so, is this a door the commission wishes 
to suggest be opened? One reason for the recommendation, and a 
major one, is that brokers and salespersons have consistently 
failed to give appropriate advice of the tax and other legal 
attributes of the two forms of holding title. There is not much 
realistic hope, at least to me, that they will do auch better with 
a year, or ever, even if they receive some training in evening 
classes, seainars or whatever; and what about those clerks selling 
old foras in stationary stores? When will they be trained? This 
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LAW OFFICES 

JOHN D. MILLER PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

Nathaniel Sterling 
February 17, 1993 
Page 2 

kind of proble. was dealt with when new forms of durable powers of 
attorney with prescribed warnings were adopted. I'a not sure the 
"solution" there was very good, but the proble. appears at least to 
be somewhat related. Maybe the statute should require the mandated 
information be printed on the back or as a part of the joint
tenancy instrument. 

Related questions arise: what is the consequence to the person 
that furnishes the joint tenancy instrument but not the statutory 
explanation? will such person be liable for such failure that 
results in damage or loss to the uninitiated user of the 
instrument? Shouldn't this be dealt with? What about the poor 
stationery clerk who sells an old joint tenancy form and fails to 
also furnish the statutorily required explanation? 

Why not just aandate the use of the statutory form and leave it at 
that (perhaps with a provision specifying the consequence to the 
person furnishing the joint tenancy document without the 
statutorily required informational form also being furnished). 

Another thing bothers me some. In both sections 863(1) and (2), 
the word "transfer" is used. The dual use appears redundant and 
is, for that reason, confusing. Am I missing something? 

I hope all is going well for you, Nat, and the Comaission. Best 
wishes and keep the faith! 

Very truly yours, 

JOHN D. MILLER PROFESSIONAL 
CORPORATION 

BY: 
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AVEHY& 
ASSOCIATES 

February 20, 1993 

California Law Revision Comrncission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA. 94303-4739 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
49 GEARY STREET SUITE 202 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94108·5727 
(415) 954-4800 

FAX (4IS) 954-4810 

9911.81-35 

Law Relision Comllliaion 
RECEWm 

FEB 2 31993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: -----

Re: Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Community Property 

Gentlemen: 

This letter is a comment on the tentative recommendation 
January 1993. In my recent experience in law practice, I 
have encountered situations where joint tenancy title between 
spouses creates peculiar issues that I do not believe are 
addressed by the tentative recommendations. The problems I 
describe below are ones I have frequently encountered in law 
practice. 

1. Problem One. The parties intend that joint tenancy 
property will pass to the surviving spouse in event of death 
but intend that the property goes to one of the spouses in 
event of divorce. This intent is not embodied in a written 
agreement although the parties assume that with joint tenancy 
there will be a tracing and each will be entitled to his or 
her contribution to the joint acquisition (and they usually 
have not thought about the effect of gain or loss unless one 
party has contributed all funds, in which case that party 
benefits or loses). For example, one spouse is wealthy and 
provides the funds to pay the down payment for obtaining the 
family residence or provides the entire purchase price. Is 
it intended that Fam.C.§860 proposed refers the parties back 
to the law prior to enactment? Civil Code §§ 4800 
et.seq.(Family Code Division 7) deals with such a situation 
as does Probate Code §§140-147 yet the tentative 
recommendation seems to deal with proposed changes in the 
statutes without dealing with the fact the Family Code is not 
effective until 1994 and seems to ignore Prob.C. §§ 140-147 
and also seems to ignore Prob.C.6560 

2. Problem Two. The parties acquire a residence in 
another state in joint tenancy while domiciled in California 
or while domiciled in the other state and they later move to 
California. What law applies? Neither your tentative 
recommendations nor the legislative history deals with this 
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Law Revision Commission 
February 20, 1993 
page 2 

common problem. For example, it is common for California 
residents to acquire vacation residences in Hawaii or Oregon 
or Nevada. 

3. Problem Three. The parties acquire real estate in 
joint tenancy form and sell the property and receive the 
proceeds of sale by joint check. Is the proceeds of sale 
subject to the proposed new rules? What if the joint check is 
deposited in the account of one of the spouses? Again, I do 
not see any consideration in the tentative recommendation of 
what actually happens in spousal situations. 

4. Problem Four. A spouse acquires joint tenancy 
property with a married person using community property but 
the other joint tenant is not that person's spouse. For 
example, two couples invest community property in a real 
estate investment where the two couples take title to the 
investment in joint tenancy with each couple using the name 
of each husband of the spouses. Actually, it is intended by 
the parties that the joint investment is a partnership owned 
50-50 by the two families. This often happens with vacation 
residences. 

5. Problem Five. Unmarried cohabitors frequently 
acquire property in joint tenancy with the same expectations 
as married couples. The statutory protection for married 
persons is not available to unmarried cohabitors. If you are 
requiring in Fam.Code §863 proposed to advise married persons 
about the legal attributes of property ownership why don't 
you also require advice to unmarried cohabitors? 

6. Problem six. Presumably the advice required by 
Fam.Code §863 proposed will be put into the hands of real 
estate brokers and agents to advise the public concerning 
legal incidents of ownership. Why doesn't the recommended 
form of Notice in the second capitalized paragraph say 
" ... you may wish to consult an attorney before signing 
instead of 'seek expert advice"? A party who cannot 
understand the Notice probably needs an attorney. 

the 

" 

7. Problem Seven. Probably a substantial number of the 
persons who will be married and acquiring real estate in 
joint tenancy will be resident aliens or other persons who 
are not fluent in English. Shouldn't the Notice also contain 
a warning in the most common foreign languages? 

8. Problem Eight. Fam.Code §860 proposed speaks of these 
new rules applying to real and personal property held between 
married persons in joint tenancy form .. Presumably that 
means joint tenancy bank accounts, jointly owned stocks , 
jointly owned automobiles, and other forms of joint ownership 
with right of survivorship yet I do not see in the draft 
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Law Revision Commission 
February 20, 1993 
page 3 

tentative recommendation amendments of the Financial Code, 
the Vehicle Code or the Commercial Code. See Veh.C§5600.5, 
Fin.C.§852 and Com.C.§3ll6. However, Fam.C.§866 proposed 
seems to say that special statues do not apply and presumably 
this means that Fam.C.§860 is not as broad as it at first 
seems to be. 

9. I am not sure I understand how proposed Civ.C.§683(d) 
affects a joint bank account. Is it intended that a joint 
bank account cannot be community property? If so, that is 
contrary to the expectations of most married persons. 

Yours sincerely, 

9 i 
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Law Offices of 

ALVIN G. BUCHIGNANI 

law Revision Commission 
RECEIVED 

f: EB 2 ~, 1993 
File: ______ _ 

ASSOCIATED WITH 
JEDEIKIN, GREEN, SPRAGUE &: BISHOP 

FAX (41l) 421-l613 
Compusern 70l21, 266l 

300 MONTGCIIfty STREET SUITE 410 
SAN FRANCSCO, CA 94104-1906 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

February 22, 1993 

Tel. (415) 421-5650 

Re: Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Community Property 

Ladies & Gentlemen, 

I have read the tentative recommendation on the above subject, and I have 
reviewed some prior coITespondence on the subject that goes back to 1984_ 

In 1984, a tentative recommendation was issued under the subject heading 
"Community Property in Joint Tenancy Form. " 

For reference, I am enclosing copies of letters that I wrote to the Commission 
on March 2, 1984 and again on July 27, 1984, together with copy of a letter from the 
Assistant Executive Secretary on October 5, 1984, which concludes with the sentence 
"The Commission has decided not to pursue this matter further. " 

The very same issues that were considered in 1984 are again being discussed at 
this time. I believe that the comments made in 1984 are still relevant, and I again 
submit them for consideration. 

I take issue with the statement in the summary that "the Internal Revenue 
Service refuses to recognize community property claims for property titled as joint 
tenancy." That statement would only be true if it referred to the fact that the Service 
refuses to recognize community property claims based upon oral agreements for 
property titled as joint tenancy. I find no difficulty whatever in having the Internal 
Revenue Service recognize a simple written agreement that joint tenancy property is in 
fact community. 

I still consider it most important to protect the rights of surviving spouses from 
creditors. Creditors are well able to protect themselves by obtaining the signatures of 
both spouses on agreements, or by obtaining spousal guarantees whenever credit is 
being extended to a married person. The proposal would subject joint tenancy 
property to the debts of either spouse, regardless of the acquiescence of both spouses 
in the underlying transaction. California law has long protected the interests of the 
surviving spouse, and knowledgeable creditors are well aware of that rule. The 
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February 22, 1993 
Page 2 

proposal would simply protect the "ignorant' or "unsophisticated" creditor at the 
expense of the "innocent" spouse who had nothing to do with the event giving rise to 
the debt. When weighing the interests of these two groups, I must conclude that the 
interests of the spouse deserve greater protection. 

I do not have any objection to a rule that requires persons who assist in the 
preparation of deeds or other documents of title to inform the parties of the 
consequences of the manner in which they take title. However, the emphasis should 
be on explaining the benefits and burdens of each form of title, and then letting the 
spouses make their own decision. Whatever form of title is actually used should carry 
the presumption that it was intended. 

The retroactive n,ature of the legislation is pa.rticulady troublesome. There are 
undoubtedly a huge number of joint tenancy titles between spouses that would be 
automatically affected. The legislation reverses the normal expectations of the parties 
as to the effect of those titles. 

For the above reasons. and others, I urge that the recommendation be rejected, 
with the exception noted. 

AGB/pzg 
Enclosures 

Very sin 

~~.~------
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March 2, 1984 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Re: Community Property in Joint Tenancy Form 

I l,sve read the tentative recollmf'ndation on the above 
subject wi til some Interest. 

I believe the tax advantages of community property 
should be comparee 'lith the cons Iderable dlsadva.ntage to the 
su\,vlving spouse, when the deceased spouse has left a 
substnnt ial iNlebtecJness, ~lhJeh i a In co .... ·sy due to the lau I t 
of the surviving spouse, Present law enables the surviving 
spouse in such situations to take the property free And clear 
c,f the debt. This can be !! very ~I).lutary benefit, espeelally 
for persons of modest means, 

Under present la~, It is possible to obtain the tAX 
benefits of conmunlty property, although held in Joint 
tenancy, merely by having a ~Itten agreement that joint 
t cna!l~y proper ty is in ff,et intcl'ded as corrmun ity propp-I' ty, 
,.·'ht.never that is the cas 1'0 , Thus, present law provides tax 
benefits to those who will take the trouble to confirm tllelr 
actual intent, and also provides protection to those who need 
it, as the result of the activities at the predeceAsed 
spouse. The proposal would reverse the priorities, and 
provide tax benefits automatically, while requiring those who 
need protection from creditors to obtain it by a written 
agreement, which Is most unlikely. especially in the ease of 
those who need it most. 

A! a final note, the proposed legislation would greatly 
increase the burdens of terminating a jOint teneney on the 
death of the first joint tenant to die. It would seem to 
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abolish the convenient procedure of a declaration ot death, 
and lubstitute in It. plaee the more cumbersome proaedur. of 
a formal court petition, oourt approval of the petition, 
court approval at the attorney's te.s cherred, an~ t~e 
attendant administration which accompanies any court 
prcce~dfn~. 

For the forpgoing realons, I believe the dlsadvantag's 
of the proppsed legislation outweigh its ~dyantagel. 

V.ry Iineerely 

AlvIn O. Buchlrneni 
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July 27, 1984 

Nathanial Sterling 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-2 
?alo Alto, CA 94306 

Re: Commission Study of Joint Tenancy and Community 
property 

Dear Mr. Sterling, 

I have reviewed the recommendation relating to community 
property in joint tenancy form dated June, 1984. I ha7e 
previously commented on earlier drafts of the commission 
proposal, in opposition to the automatic treatment of joint 
tenancy property as community property. 

The persons whose interests will be adversely effected 
by the proposal are spouses who need protection from the 
creditors of the other spouse. The proposal will make all 
joint tenancy property automatically subject to the liabili
ties of either spouse. The persons most likely to suffer are 
thoae wbo need the protection moat. They are not likely to 
have legal counsel and will lose the opportunity to save 
their property from the i.providence of a deceased spouse. 

AGB/cc 
DB4/11S 

Very sincerely 

Alvin G. Buchiqnani 

14 
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STATE OF CAlFOIINA 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVIStON COMMISSION 
.ago MIDOUf1flD lOAD. SUTE 1).2 
PALO ALTO. CAUfOIHIA _ 

«151_1315 

Alvin G. Buchiguani 
100 P111e Street, Ste. 3300 
San Prancisco, CA 94111 

October 5, 1984 

!te: ComI11nity Property in JD111t Tenancy Form 

Dear Mr. Buchignani: 

'lhaDk you for your CD1lll8Jlta on the CDllDLiaai011'S rec......."datiou on 
cnnnw.ni ty property 111 jo111t teaancy fDra. After aga111 review.lng your 
c~ts and those Df other interssted penou, the Commission bae con
cluded that the probl... the reea.meadatiDn could create outweigh the 
prDblems the recDIIDI8adation would cure. The Colmiasiou has decided not 
tD pursue thie matter further. 

Sincerely, 

Aflptf~3tt L-
Nathaniel Sterliug ~ 
Aseistant Executive Secretary 

NS/vvm 
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ROBERT .• .1. F"UL. TON 
A ~IONAL ...- CORPOI'AnotI"' 

ROee:R:T.J. FUL.TON 

·ASSOClAaD ATTOI'NE'I'S 

P.L OEAN SUTTON 

BARRIE: A. L.AING 

FuLTON LAW FmM 
ATTOAN EVS AT L.AW 

1833 THe: ALAMECA 

SAN JOSH. CA.LIPOBNIA. 9.t5126 

March 2, 1993 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Law Revision Commission 
RECEIVED 

i'iiAP 0 . 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: TELe:PI-IONE 

(040el 2.75-0255 

~ ... x NUMBER: 

(04081 275-13304 

Re: Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on community Property 
(#F-521.1/L-521.1) 

My compliments to the person or persons that put the time 
and effort into this work. 

Question: Is there a conflict between the last sentence of 
Family Code section 865 and the presumption of Family Code 
section 2581(a)? By analogous reasoning to that applied to a 
"during marriage refinance" in In re Marriage of Neal (1979) 92 
Cal.App.3d 834, 155 cal.Rptr. 157, it seems a during marriage 
transmutation of joint tenancy property would be presumed to 
create community property. 

counterpoint: I think it is time to stop trying to 
legislate away every possibility of error in our social order. 
Decisional responsibility must be placed whenever possible on 
individuals. The idea that a proposed law n ••• will provide 
certainty and minimize litigation .••• " over any but a few areas 
of potential dispute is simply not true. Consistent application 
of the law creates order and certainty. Treating adults as 
responsible mature adults creates responsible mature adults. 
That it took all this work and words to "protect" us from 
ourselves is indeed a sad commentary on the level of our societal 
maturation. Fortunately, given CD RQM technology, the process 
which has caused our law office and law library shelves to 
steadily require larger and larger areas for job instruction like 
paternalistic code laws will be slowed for a time. But, given 
the driving force behind the process, I am sure the capacity of 
even our largest hard disks will be exceeded in time. 

RJF:023revcom.ltr 
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SHINE, BROWNE & DIAMOND 
A PROfBSSIONAL CORPORATION 

ATIORNEYSATLAW 
Itmo:OJ<D E. SmNJ: 
P. Srorr IIRoWMJ; 

CLoUG A.. DIAMOND .. 
JIM<DDl L W....
CB.ulL£S A. COMITOM 
:MAaALD NIUmIl·AMMI .. 
SlvBD! C. IIADa 

AIIo.Admil:red iD NcIIr Yon: 
<O..-F..., .... _ 
SWe Bwol.CIIIfomi.. Bo.d oILcp1 sp . ,. 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Ste 0-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Re: Tentative Recommendation on 
Effect of loint Tenancy Title 
on Community Property 

Gentlemen and Ladies: 

March 2, 1993 

The Old Pool Office 
131 Soulh Auburn S1reel 

G .... Valley. California 9594.5-0204 
(916) 272-268S 

FAX (916) 272-5570 

Law Revision Commission 
RECEIVED 

:lAR 0 " 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: _____ _ 

My initial reaction to this legislation is that it is high time. For many years, I have been 
explaining the adverse capital gains tax effects to clients who were told that joint tenancy was 
the only way for married people to hold property and that this would save substantial 
probate fees. 

The misinformation and lack of information in the real estate and title communities are of 
gargantuan proportions. When I purchased my residence, I had to send the deed back to 
the title company three times in order to get them to put the property into community 
property, rather than the joint tenancy upon which they were insisting. At one point, one 
of my colleagues was actually told that he could not own property in joint tenancy with 
anyone other than a spouse, and that he should just marry the woman with whom he was 
taking the property. This purchase being part of his grandmother's estate plan, that solution 
was impractical. 

I have a few other comments, however. In Section 864(a) [the statutory formj, YOU MAY 
WISH TO SEEK EXPERT ADVICE should be modified to YOU MAY WISH TO SEEK 
THE ADVICE OF AN ATTORNEY. I believe that attorneys are still the only category of 
persons permitted to give advice upon legal matters, and the form as written does not make 
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California Law Revision Commission 
Tentative Rec011l11U!1ldation on 
Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on 
Community Property 
March 2, 1993 
Page 2 

this clear. In the paragraph regarding Passage to Surviving Spouse, I believe that you should 
insert the word "surviving" before spouse in the penultimate line and add "of place it in a 
trust" at the end of the paragraph. In the paragraph on Income Taxes, I think it would be 
clearer to most people to use the word "decreased" rather than "declined" in the penultimate 
line. 

MN-A:hs 
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oJ. HAROLD BERG ,.. 

FRED W. SOLOWEDEL * 
PETER R. PALERMO 'lit 

LAW OFFICES 

PARKER, BERG,SOLDWEDEL & PALERMO 
A PAJifTN£R:SHIP INCLUDING PROF"ESSION .... L. CORPORATIONS 

301 EAST COLORADO BOULEVARD 

SUITE 700 

HARYEY M. PARKER 
OF' COUNSEL. 

P'HIU P BARe .... RO,.J R. 

FRED D. SOLOWEOEL 
PASADENA, CAI.IFORNIA QIIOI-19ll 

.JAY D. RINEHART 

IB91-I~U!54 

Law Revision Commissioll"'"H T •• ERR ... 

'* A _OFES$IONAL CORPOf;!ATION 
AFiEA. eOOE' 918'793·5196 

AREA CODE'213-681·7226 

March 3, 1993 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303-4739 

Attention: Nathaniel Sterling, 
Executive Secretary 

RECEIVED 
'U2-,eea 

RONAL.D D. KINCAID 
1941-1990 

;'ll.A.P U _ 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: -----

Re: Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on 
Community Property 

Gentlemen: 

I am a firm believer that we do not need additional 
laws but better laws and fewer laws. Although a study with 
regard to joint tenancy title on community property may be 
commendable, I do not believe that there should be a change 
in the law, but that the law as it stands is adequate, i.e., 
1) the presumption that if husband and wife take title as 
joint tenants they hold as community property, and 2) in 
order to transmute joint tenancy into community property 
there should be a writing. 

I do not believe that it is practical to assume 
that all prople will be informed of the advantages and 
disadvantages of community property and joint tenancy in 
taking title. Hence, for this reason, and for those as 
indicated above, I believe that the commission should file 
its report and not change the law. 

~~
rel 

" 

" ~-
, 'ETER R. PALERMO 

PRP/dml 
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Law Rewisioft c:. ... issiDIi 
RECEIVED 

./ '~ ,'",",AR'l' " 1993 
____ --.:' I

j
" ~ 7ll.-_________________ .....j~iillI8h= ..... " ______ _ 

SANTA CLARA UNIQey\/EBSITY 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

Mr. Nathaniel Sterling 
Executive Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Rd., Suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Dear Nat: 

March 8, 1993 

I write briefly, with an enclosure, to comment on the Tentative Recommendation, 
"Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Community Ptopetty." I wrote to you last year 
with a comment, which I enclose, upon Prof. Jerry Kasner's papec, and at the 
hearing in Sacramento, I yelled, "Help.· You have answered that cry with an 
excellent recommendation. 

Let me make just a few comments, which are not necessarily suggestions: 

1. In footnote 23, you thankfully indicate that the legislation is not rettoactive, 
based on prior law. Why not mention FC 852 and MacDonald in that 
footnote? 

2. Why don't you mention the problem of "express declaration" in the body of 
the original discussion? Although you obviously make it a centerpiece of the 
statutes and you do mention MacDonald on p. 8 in the discussion of FC 862, 
an introductory discussion on "express declaration" might help more casual 
readers to understand what the fuss is about in transmutation. 

3. Although my own suggestion on p. 4 of my letter last year is elegantly 
shorter, it is not simpler. I heartily concur in the clarity of what you have 
done. As I reread the tentative draft, I kept seeing more and more links 
clarifying the issues. 

Thanks again. You have solved what someone in an industry I shall not mention told 
me he would deny if I ever mentioned it, that those in the industry who handled 
deeds did not know what they were doing with regard to joint tenancy deeds and 
needed some guidance. You have given it. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

------
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SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

Mr. Nathaniel Sterling 
Executive Secretary 
California Law Review Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Dear Nat: 

March 20, 1993 

Law Revlsl,,~ !'.~!';'mission 
RU;;,· " 

MAR 2 ". l\;:U 

File: ___ --
Kef. _____ _ 

This is an oops, whoops, letter, written in order to correct a mistake in my letter of 
March 8 to you on joint tenancy and community property. In that letter, I stated: 

1. In footnote 23, you thankfully indicate that the legislation is not 
retroactive, based on prior law .... 

Scratch the not. Actually, I make a stronger case than you do when I teach in 
asserting that "the effect of existing statute and case law is the same as that proposed 
in this recommendation ... " 

While I am at it, let me make another comment. Jerry Kasner told me that he had a 
conversation withJOU about the implication that your footnote 23 intimates that the 
retroactivity woul be total and complete, going back before 1985. I did not take 
that to be the case. Although in the transitional provision [FC 867(b)], you indicate 
that the statute applies to an instrument taken before the operative date of the statute, 
I would argue that your proposal is only a special subset of the transmutation 
provisions of the Code. You seem to intimate precisely that in the comment to 
proposed FC 862. 

So in FC 852(e), it states, as it does in the present Civil Code 51l0.730(e) "This 
section does not apply to or affect a transmutation of property made before January 
1, 1985, and the law that would otherwise be applicable to such a transmutation shall 
continue to apply. " 

I would argue that your proposal can be retroactive only to Jan. 1, 1985. It may be 
that some clarificatIOn is needed on that point if Jerry and I got confused on it. Or 
then again .•. 

Again, my best wishes ... 

cc: Prof. Jerry Kasner 
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RAWLINS COFFMAN. EsauIRE 

STIlTE 8AR Of CALIFORNIA 

CERTIFIED SPECIALIST 

RED BLUFF. c::.ALIFORNI" 96060 PROBATE. ESTATE PlANNING AND TRUST LAW 

TELEPHONE 527 ·2021 

AREA CODE 916 

March 9, 1993 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

law Rerision Commission 
RECEIVED 

)MR 1 . 1993 
File: _____ _ 
Key: ------

I have had occasion to read your tentative recom
mendation entitled "Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Commun
ity Property". 

First, permit me to state: I abhor the joint ten
ancy vesting. My suggestions would be as follows: 

(a) Eliminate all future joint tenancy vesting in 
California; 

(b) Give the husband and wife, who are currently 
joint tenants, authorization to transmute their title 
to community property, separate property, or co-tenancy 
vesting by written memorandum, deed, trust or will; 

(c) Authorize a spouse to convey, transfer, sell, 
assign, or encumber his or her one-half interest in the 
community to a third party, a financial institution or 
trust; 

(d) Finally, place all quasi-community property 
on an equal footing with community property. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~(~~ 
RAWLINS COFFMAN 

RC:mb 

P. S. I can find neither in the history of Civil Code §683 
or any literature material which lends credence to 
the premise that joint tenancy became popular in 
California during the 1920' s as a will substitute! 
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THOMAS M. MORLAN 
ROBERT M. JONES 

MORLAN AND JONES 

ATTORNEYS AT lJ>,W 

8655 MORRO ROAD. SUITE C - P O. BOX 606 
ATASCADERO. CAUFORNIA 93423 

PHONE, (805) 466·4422 
FAX, (805) 466·7267 

March 10, 1993 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, Ca., 94303-4739 

Law /tewisiOl/ Commission 
RECEIVED 

MAR 1 :: 1993 
File: 
Ke':_----.----

Re: Tentative recommendation on the "Effect of Joint Tenancy 
Title on community Property." 

To whom it may concern: 

In reviewing the tentative language of proposed Section 863 
et. seq. of the Civil Code, including "statutory Form" of the 
Declaration of Joint Tenancy, as is printed in the CEB Estate 
Planning & California Probate Reporter, I have the following 
concerns: 

1. The language of Civil Code Section 863, as proposed, 
requ~r~ng "any person who provides a form or other instrument for 
use by a married person, or who advises a married person to hold 
property in joint tenancy, shall inform the married person 
concerning the advantages and disadvantages of community and 
separate property held as joint tenants ••• ", while presumably 
designed to protect the unwary and unsophisticated married couple, 
actually creates a whole new area of legal practice based on the 
creation of statutory liability to everyone and everything that 
provides services in the realm of holding title, from the lowliest 
escrow clerk in a title office, to the new accounts clerk at a 
community credit union, to the housewife who sells real estate in 
her spare time. 

At a time when the courts are already crowded with an 
overwhelming number of cases, the ramifications of the failure to 
give the "Declaration of Joint Tenancy" document, to be required 
by section 864, to a party taking title to a bank account, stock 
account, purchase of a parcel of re~l property, or the like, are 
overwhelming. The imagination runs wild with the thoughts of law 
suits occurring years and even generations after a bank account was 
opened, or a stock or first home' purchased, where, due to this 
proposed new duty, the one required to provide the form "forgot to 
record the notice" evidencing compliance with the statutory 
authority. 
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California Law Revision Commission 
March 9, 1993 
Page 2 

Certainly the Law Revision Commission, in attempting to 
clarify the law and assist those in need of the protections 
occasioned by the conflicts of the tax law effects on Joint tenancy 
property, management and control problems, and survivorship 
questions, could avoid opening a can of worms that would create 
duty problems far beyond the scope that this new law intended. 

2. As a follow-up, and yet somewhat different than the above 
concern, is the requirement that even without the proposed form, 
the Law Revision Committee is entertaining a statute that sets 
forth specific areas that mY§t be discussed by .those advising a 
married person as to which form.of title should be used to hold 
prope.rty that is being purchased, transferred or acquired. Is this 
to suggest that every real estate company, Title Company or Bank 
or Savings and Loan, or Credit Union must increase their liability 
insurance out of concern for what problems may be caused by their 
employees in failing to abide by the statutory dictates? certainly 
the lobbying efforts against passage of· the proposed statute by 
these entities will ensure the death knell of this ill-advised law. 

Without some protection to all those who provide common place 
advice in this commonplace world, this proposed statute is dooaed. 
It would be far better to just leave this issue alone than to 
create the socio-legal problems that this proposed law would face. 

RMJ\kjd 
misc0001\35 
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ATTORNEYS 

March 11, 1993 

California Law Review Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road 
Room D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Law Reorisiaft CollI LOS:: 

RECEIVED 

MAR 1: 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: ------

I wholeheartedly support a law that would require anyone 
advising people taking title to real estate to explain 
the pros and cons of the form 0 f title that they're 
taking. 

For too many years title companies only knew joint 
tenancy and either they and/or real estate sales people 
had blinders and ignorance as to any other form of title. 

It seems to me that these entities; i.e., title companies 
and real estate sales people should either be prohibited 
from giving legal advice as to the form of title someone 
should take property in, or in the alternative, they 
should be properly educated to give legal advice because 
that is exactly what they are doing and have been doing 
for far t 0 long. 

ve~ t ly yours, 

/~ 
,-WILLIAM L. DOK 

WLD:ej 

Practice Limited to Family Law 
1550 The Alameda 
Suite 300 
San Jooe. Califomia 95126-23~ 
Telephone (408) 281-7790 
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SCHAEFER & SMITH 
law Rewision Commission 

RECEIVED 

A PROFESSIONAL LAW CORPORATION MAR 2c; 1993 
March 12, 1993 File: ------Key: ______ _ 

California Law Review Commission 
400 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94307-4739 

JERRY I. SCHAEFER 
PAUL W. SMITH 

l14 SOUTH MELROSE DRIVE 
SUITE 100 

VISTA. CALIFORNIA 9Z06M618 
(619) 724-5681 

FAX (619) 758-1733 

Re: Tentative Recommendation - Effect of 
Joint Tenancy Title on Community Property 

Dear Commissioners: 

I applaud your review and tentative recommendations as published 
in the Estate Planning & California Probate Reporter, February, 
1993, and highly approve of the intended purpose of this 
legislation. It is long overdue. I support the recommendations 
and feel that the clarity of the proposed legislation is good, 
but suggest certain revisions and one major addition. 

My first concern is with the second sentence in proposed Family 
Code § 862(a). The transmutation agreement should be signed 
either before or contemporaneously with the document of title. 
The purpose of advising and requiring that the parties understand 
what they are doing would be substantially defeated if the 
transmutation agreement can be-executed after the fact. 
Furthermore, it leaves open a possibility of fraud and second
guessing long after the document of title is executed. Who 
benefits when the transmutation agreement is signed after the 
document of title? 

In regard to the statutory form set forth in § 864, I have a 
couple of comments. I would propose replacing the last two 
sentences of the notice with the following: 

"This general summary is not a complete statement of 
the law. The instrument may substantially affect or be 
affected by prior agreements and your estate plan. To best 
understand the effect of this declaration, you may wish to 
consult an attorney before signing this declaration." 

The reason I suggest an attorney rather than "expert" is that I 
feel strongly that there are few attorneys, let alone 
accountants, brokers and other "experts" that understand more 
than what is summarized in this form. Maybe that is self
serving, but I know of no other "expert" that I would refer a 
client to for advice in this regard. 

The provision in the notice regarding Rights of Creditors leads 
to a major concern not addressed by this legislation, and that is 
the ability of a debtor to unilaterally affect a creditor's 
rights by simply transferring the-debtor's property into joint 
tenancy with a third person; I do not believe it should. be the 
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California Law Review Commission 
March 12, 1993 
Page 2 

public policy of this state to promote such conduct and oppose 
any advice, express or implied, that does. Thus, I object to the 
second sentence in the notice which suggests that when a party 
dies, the spouse takes the property free of the debt. 

That is my philosophical reason for opposing the provision. 
Additionally, I do not feel that it is a correct statement of 
law. If the debt is community, the surviving spouse will be 
liable for the debt regardless of the form of title. Civil Code 
§ 5120.010, et seq. The community spouse may also be liable 
under some benefit conferred quasi-contractual theory for 
receiving the benefit of the creditor's payment and, most 
importantly, joint tenancy transfers have been treated and set 
aside as fraudulent conveyances, RUnn v. Kahn (1966) 246 
Cal.App.2d 188, applying Civil Code §§ 3439.05, et seq. 
Fraudulent conveyances are specifically recognized in family law 
transmutations. See Civil Code § 5110.720. There are similar 
laws, such as a bulk sales law, Commercial Code § 6100, that may 
require such a transfer if it is a "bulk sale" to be set aside 
for failure to comply with the bulk sales law, and please do not 
forget the bankruptcy laws that could set aside such a conveyance 
as a preferential transfer or fraudulent conveyance under 11 
U.S.C. § 547 or 11 U.S.C. § 548 if those elements were contained 
in the transfer. In fact, there is at least one California 
bankruptcy case, In re Bonart (Bkrtcy. CD Cal. 79), 1 B.R. 335, 
which holds that the filing of a bankruptcy severs a joint 
tenancy and should there be a simultaneous death, Probate Code § 
223, divides the property as if the parties were tenants-in
common, and thus a creditor would have access to the transferors' 
interest. This statement also does not take into account the 
fact that the property is part of the decedent's estate for 
computing estate and gift taxes, and the property would be liable 
for those taxes, nor does it address liens in existence before 
the transfer. For instance, a deed of trust executed by the 
transferring spouse on real property would not be extinguished by 
the death of that spouse if the joint tenancy was created after 
the deed of trust. 

The purpose of all of the above is to demonstrate that major 
exceptions exist to nullify the general rule. Thus, I believe 
the wording should be eliminated or at least changed to state 
"that your spouse may take their interest free of debts, but that 
is dependent upon the circumstances and the nature of the 
obligation." This leads to an addition I propose. 

Your proposed legislation does not address the issue of 
protecting creditor's rights in joint tenancy property. Although 
I think a strong argument could be made for elimination of the 
general rule, my main concern is the subsequent transfer of 
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California Law Review Commission 
March 12, 1993 
Page 3 

assets that intentionally or by happenstance defeat creditor's 
rights. 

There is no reason in our modern society to perpetuate this 
inequitable rule of common law. Courts in dissolutions have long 
dealt with the issue of partial interests in property and the IRS 
has had no problem in formulating contribution rules in order to 
determine tax basis and percentage of ownership interests in 
joint tenancy, and there is no reason our civil laws should not 
be so changed. My proposal is that joint tenancy be treated like 
all other forms of non-probate transfers, i.e., that the 
recipient, surviving tenant be liable to the creditor up to the 
amount of the value of the property received from the deceased 
joint tenant similar to Probate Code § 13112(b). In the 
community situation, it would be easy to perpetuate the 
presumption of one-half ownership and, in all other situations, a 
contribution rule could be easily established. This would then 
protect the creditors and give the survivor no more than any 
other recipient of a decedent's property. 

Getting off my soapbox, there are two other small matters I wish 
to address. First, is the summary re Income Taxes. It is my 
suggestion that the language simply be changed so that the word 
"will" be changed to "may' in both sentences as there are certain 
exceptions to these general rules and, furthermore, we cannot 
predict what the federal government will do in the future 
regarding community property and, keeping with the general nature 
of the provision, I believe the word "will" is too strong. 

Finally, I suggest that the first sentence of the "Declaration" 
should also direct the parties' attention to the nature of what 
they are doing by being in capital letters, bold or larger type. 

I hope that the tone of this letter does not give you the 
impression that I do not approve and support the work that has 
gone into this well considered recommendation. I only make these 
points to be sure that these issues have been considered and, of 
course, to promote my own desire that joint tenancy no longer be 
an avenue of debt avoidance. 

Thank you for considering my suggestions and good luck with the 
legislation. 

Very truly yours, 

SCHAEFER & SMITH 
A Professional Law Corporation 
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ROBERT CLARK PARALEGAL SERVICES 
1220 LYIIlON STREET 114 

SOUTH PASADEM, CALIFORNIA 91030-3738 
(BIB) 403-0748 

March 13, 1993 

CALIFORNIA LAM REVISION CCIIUSSION 
4000 JlIOOLEFIELD ROM, SUITE 0-2 
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94303-4739 

RE: TENTATIVE RECCIIEJDATION JOINT TENMCY 

Dear comaission: 

Law Revision CommiS1ion 
RECEIVED 

MAR 1 ·1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: ______ _ 

Thank you for sending me the tentative recommendation Effect Qf 
Joint Tenancy Title on Community Property. I found your reco..an
datioDS to be solidly based upon legal precedent. Your reco..an
dati ODS rectify the present confusion that exists in this area. 
The proposed changes to the code are well organized and well 
thought out. I think, that the changes that you purpose will 
directly solve the probleas we now face with joint tenancy title 
for co..unity property. 

I do not see any reason why the reco..andation should not be 
submitted in its present form. 

Please keep me informed of any further developments regarding 
this issue. 

Sincerely, 
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BAKI' J. SCHENONB 
RONAlD G. PECK LAW OFFICES OF 

SCHENONE & PECK 
1260 B Sb=t, Suite 3SO 

Hayward, CaIiromio 94541 
(510)581-6611 

March 17, 1993 

Califorttia Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Law Rewision Commission 
RECEIIIED 

;t1APi 1993 
File; 
Ke';-------

RE: Comments - Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Community 
Property 

Dear Members of the Commission, 

I have reviewed the tentative recommendations and I should 
like to comment concertting the proposed retroactivity because the 
retroactivity will affect the rights of beneficiaries in 
intestate estates. 

When a decedent dies intestate, Probate Code sections 6401 
and 6402 govertts distribution of property between the surviving 
spouse and the surviving issue. If there are no surviving spouse 
or surviving issue, under Probate Code Section 6402.5, if the 
decedent had a predeceased spouse who died not more than 15 years 
before the decedent, then the portion of the estate "attributable 
to the decedent's predeceased spouse" would be distributed to the 
heirs of the predeceased spouse. 

The general rule is that if the decedent's property had an 
origin in community property, even if held in joint tenancy, then 
one-half (1/2) of the decedent's property would be distributed to 
the decedent's predeceased spouse. 

However, if the decedent's source was the separate property 
of the decedent, transferred to a joint tenancy where the 
decedent and the predeceased spouse were the joint tenants, and 
the decedent survived the predeceased spouse, then the decedent's 
heirs would receive all of the property. The Estate of Abdale 
(1946) 28 C.2d 587 establishes the foregoing rule which continues 
to be the prevailing law on the issue. 

The proposed retroactivity would nullify the Estate of 
Abdale. 



Letter of Karch 17, 1993 page -2-

While one can debate the relative merits of nullifying the 
Estate of Abdale and the rule of going to the source of the 
property in decedent's estate, it is my suggestion that the 
Commission should be aware of the fact that retroactivity will 
affect what now are substantive rights. 

By proposing retroactivity, it would seem the Commission is 
trying to modify all existing joint tenancy title on the 
assumption that this is what married couples intended. In 
certain instances, this would be a faulty assumption. 

As in the case of the Estate of Abdale, one can imagine a 
spouse titling his or her separate property in joint tenancy for 
purposes of effecting a transfer of title upon death without 
probate, but not titling it with the idea, that if he or she 
survived the spouse, one-half of the property would go to the 
predeceased spouse's heirs and not to his or her own heirs. 

Consequently, unequivocal retroactivity has the effect of 
modifying rights. 

It is my anticipation, therefore, that the Commission will 
consider the effect on distribution of property on intestacy in 
connection with its recommendations. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

Respectfully, 

SCHENONE & PECK, 
/-1 

by /4- ~'-----_ 
BART J. S ONE 
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E.F. Cash-Dudley 
Certified Specialist in Family Law 
California Board of Legal Specialization 

'£.1. Cash-1JudIey 
A Professional Law Corporation 

law ReYision Commission 
RECEIVED 

;:?P I. 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: -----

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road 
Suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303-4739 

1608 F Street 

Modesto. CA 95354·2525 
(209) 526·1 533 

April 5, 1993 

RE: Tentative Recommendation of the Effect of Joint Tenancy 
Title on Community Property 

Gentleman or Madam: 

The Legislative Sub-Committee of the Family Law section of the 
stanislaus County Bar Association has had an opportunity to review 
the tentative recommendation regarding the effect of joint tenancy 
title on community property. 

We strongly oppose this legislation. 

The reason that we oppose this legislation is that it does not 
specifically coordinate itself to the language in the Family Law 
Act which talks about community property versus joint tenancy 
property. If this law went into effect, then all property owned 
by parties in joint tenancy would be presumed to be separate rather 
than presumed to be community. That is dichotomous. 

If there are going to be any public hearings on further 
opportunities to comment on this issue, will you please let me know 
so that I can advise members of this group who may want to attend. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel 
free to contact me. 

ECO/djr 

cc: Legislative Sub-Committee: Suzanne Whitlock, Michael Goss, 
Richard Palmer, and Michael Tozzi 

cc: Judge Edward Lacey and Judge A Girolami 
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DIEPENBllOCIC. WULFF, PLANT & H.ANNEGAN 

I'ORRtsT ... II'UoNT 
oJO+IN Y. DlD"£NBJIIOCIt 
R. J .... ES OIlP£I\IaROCIt 
~R.IlWULFF" 

cYRUS A. "Q+!N$OM 
~OHN S. GILW~ 
TIotOlolAS A. CfU,VI:M 
DAVID ... RllEGns 
DEI\INIS ... CAMPOS 
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Re: Tentative Recommendation of the California Law 
Revision commission on the Effect of Joint 
Tenancy Title on Community Property 

Mr. Nathaniel Sterling 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Dear Mr. Sterling: 

My partner Forrest Plant asked 

Debtor/Creditor Relations and Bankruptcy 

me 

Law Revision Commission 
RECEIVED 

"l .. 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: ______ _ 

to have the 

Committee (the 

"Committee") of the Business Law Section of the State Bar consider 

and respond to the Commission's Tentative Recommendation on the 

Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Community Property. 

The Committee has reviewed the COIlUllission's Tentative 

Recommendation and the COIlUllittee has noted several areas of 

concern. It is the view of the Committee that the COIlUllission 

should make revisions to the Tentative Recommendation as detailed 

below. 
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The Committee was concerned that both the recommended 

legislation and the report accompanying the recommended legislation 

are not a balanced and impartial review of the law. In particular, 

it seemed to several members of the Committee that the materials 

were not an even-handed exposition of the relevant law, but instead 

were biased against joint tenancy and slanted in favor of the 

community property election. For example, the materials did not 

discuss the debtor protection aspects of j oint tenancy in any great 

detail. Similarly, the Declaration of Joint Tenancy included at 

section 864 (the "Declaration") appeared to the Committee to be a 

subtle attempt to pressure consumers into not signing the 

Declaration. 

Several members of the Committee also believed that the 

summary of the law contained in the Declaration was incomplete and 

possibly inaccurate in several respects. For example, the section 

in the Declaration regarding the rights of creditors seemed to 

several members of the Committee to be inaccurate or incomplete 

insofar as one spouse's liability for the debts of the other spouse 

is concerned. The statement about the joint tenancy election 

impairing the ability to obtain credit also seemed to be incomplete 

or inaccurate to at least two members of our Committee whose 

residences are held in joint tenancy and who have not experienced 

any credit problems. The section of the Declaration concerning 

probate also seemed to be slanted against signing the Declaration. 
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The declarant seems to be "warned" that it must take the property 

without probate if the Declaration is signed. The language 

suggests adverse consequences if property is taken without probate, 

but there is no explanation of what those consequences might be. 

The Committee was also very concerned about the 

retroactive nature of the proposed legislation. Section 862 seems 

to create an irrebuttable presumption of community property, 

notwithstanding the form of existing instruments, for persons who 

do not in the future affirmatively execute an instrument similar to 

the Declaration. In the view of the Committee, this places an 

unfair burden on persons who held property in joint tenancy prior 

to the date of the legislation to take some remedial step or 

otherwise be swept within the scope of the legislation. 

Finally, the Committee was concerned about the aspect of 

the legislation that permits lawyers to comply with the statute by 

simply providing a form (~, the Declaration) to the client. As 

indicated above, because of the many problems with the Declaration, 

simply providing an incomplete or misleading form to satisfy the 

statutory disclosure requirements does not seem to be in the best 

interests of the people of the State of California. Conversely, 

notwithstanding the intent of section 863 (b) of the proposed 

legislation to permit compliance with the disclosure requirements 

of section 863(a) through use of the Declaration, blind reliance 

upon the Declaration in its current form may create malpractice 
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issues for practitioners who are not familiar with tax, estate, and 

debtor- creditor issues. These practitioners are, nonetheless, 

bound to counsel the client ~ comply with the disclosure 

requirements of section 863(a) of the proposed legislation. 

Perhaps counseling clients on the ramifications of the joint 

tenancy election is not suited to mere presentation of a form. 

In sum, it is the view of the Committee that a more 

complete discussion of the pros and cons of joint tenancy versus 

community property, with particular emphasis upon the debtor/ 

creditor effects of the election, should be included within the 

Commission's materials with the proposed legislation, and the 

proposed legislation itself should be rewritten to address the 

retroactivity and disclosure problems. To the extent the proposed 

legislation will rely upon forms and other disclosures, a more 

complete and accurate disclosure form should be developed. 

We would be happy to respond to any questions you may 

have about the Committee's comments. 

Thank you. 

cc: Mr. Forrest A. Plant 

mM300J2 

Very truly yours, 

~ks~K~e""a·----:,l-:C:::-h-a--"l.r ~o~7~~editor R a ions and 
Bankruptcy Commit e of the 
Business Law Sectl. n 
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ROSENTHAL AND SMITH 
" LAW ~ I'IICL.UDINCI II. ~ CQNII()M.TION 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

.JEROME B. SMITH 

RICHAFIC M. ROSENTHAL

STEVEN II. SOL..TMAN 

15345 SALSOA eOLJL..E'Y'AFllCI, SUITe::: 330 

MICHAEL. A. ABR""" .... ,.. 

M. CANTON FfICMARDSONt 

.... 1'>"'0"£55101'1"'1.. COAPORATICH 

t"L50 .D"'ITT~ IN TEXAS, LOUIS'A ... A 
.... ND OISTIIIIICT oOF COLUIIo!I!!UA 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

ENCINO. CAUFORNIA 91316 

April 14, 1993 

Re: Effects of Joint Tenancy on Community Propeny 

To the Members of the California Law Revisions Commission: 

TEl...l!:lSHONe:: ISIS} 3 ....... "000 

42131 873-4703 

1310127 .... -1.,.85 

Law Revision Commission 
RECEIVED 

.:J7" 1 t 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Ker. _____ _ 

The tentative recommendation regarding the above topic was circulated among the members of this 
firm for purposes of preparing our comments to you. We generally believe that the proposed 
presumption in favor of community property is a step in the right direction. However, we are 
concerned that the statutory requirement for the Declaration of Joint Tenancy will remain an area 
that can be subject to much confusion, if not abuse. We feel that it is impIOper to put the obligation 
to "advise" a married couple on the banks, brokerage houses and other panies who would have the 
direct contact with these individuals; the Declaration will become just one more form in a multitude 
of documents which must be signed in complex transactions, such as the purchase of real property, 
or even in simply establishing a bank account, As such, people will wind up signing this 
document without the full knowledge and "informed consent" necessary to make such a decision. 

In light of the above, we strongly belief is that the change should go one step further, allowing for 
the creation of a new form of title as "community property with right of survivorship." This 
hybrid form of title would provide the best situation for a married couple, with a right of 
survivorship in favor of the spouse which could be defeated by a testamentary transfer to another 
by will or trust. Absent a contrary provision to transfer the property, the right of survivorship 
would be effective. 

This form of title would be a conclusive, without the confusion inherent in dealing with a 
presumption. and ensures that title held as joint tenancy will clearly and unequivocally be the 
separate propeny of each of the joint tenants. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide our comments to your recommendation, and we would 
welcome the opportunity to further discuss this matter with you. 

Sincerely, 

ROSEN1HAL AND SMITH 

MICHAELA ABRAHAM 

MAA:sn 
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ORANGE OFFICE 
?!II EAST CHAPIMN AVENUE 
OAANGE, CAUFORN~ e_ 

PHONE (714) «13-5565 
FAJC (714) 833e2414 

GORDON X. RICHM(IIII) (19CM-,979) 
SCOIT o. RICI-NONO' 

RICHMOND & RICHMOND 
LAW OfFICES 

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

SPECIOlIST, ESTAtE PI.AN~ING. TRUST _ PROBAtE LAW 

'Ce"''''''''~'''S __ ''logIIS_ April 15, 1993 
KAREN OWENS 
JOAN VIRGIN~ ALLEN 

Mr. Nathaniel sterlinq 
Calif. Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Rd., suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

LAGUNA HILLS OFFICE 
T AJ ~HAL, SUITE 312 

23621 PASEO DE VALENC~ 
LAGUNA HILLS, CALFOANtA_ 

PHONE (714) 5IIHeOO 
FAX (71<) 585-2128 

Oranqe 
FROM __ -==_--=-_ 

OFFICE 

Re: Tentative recommendation: Effect of 
Joint Tenancy Title on community 
Property 

Dear Mr. sterling, 

I am a Certified Specialist in Estate Planninq and wanted to 
register my comments reqarding your tentative recommendations 
referred to above. I think it's wonderful and it's about time. 
Keep up the good workl 

SDR:tl1 
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DAVID E. UCH 
KENNETH G. PETRUUS 
.JEANNETTE ~AHM 

PETRULIS & LiCH 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

SUITE 2490 

11601 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD 

LOS ANGBLBS, CAUPOIlNlA !lOO25·1760 

TELEPHDNE (310) 575·3030 

T£LECOPI£R (310) 575·3033 

April 15, 1993 

Law Revision Commission 
RECt:IV£D 

~.PR 1 0 1993 
File: ______ _ 
Key: -----

Nathaniel Sterling Via FAX (415) 494-1827 
Executive Secretary and U.S. Mail 
California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite d-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Re: Bffect of Joint Tenancy Title 
on COWR!JDfty Property; 
Tentative ~dation 

Dear Mr. Sterling: 

I am writing on behalf of the Legislative Committee of the 
Beverly Hills Bar Association Probate and Trust Section. We wish 
to commend the Commission for what we think is an excellent 
proposal to reform the law on joint tenancies. 

We do feel, however, that, for a variety of reasons, the new 
law should provide for community property held in joint tenancy 
form to pass to the surviving jOint tenant spouse, unaffected by a 
conflicting testamentary disposition. We make no comment on what 
the rule should be, where the surviving joint tenant is not the 
spouse. 

Initially, we look to Probate Code S 5000, which provides that 
a provision for a nonprobate transfer on death, in an insurance 
policy, contract of employment, bond, mortgage, promissory note, 
certificated or uncertificated security, account agreement, 
custodial. agreement, deposit agreement, compensation plan, pension 
plan, individual retirement plan, employment benefit plan, trust, 
conveyance, deed of gift, marital property agreement, or other 
written instrument of a similar nature is not invalid because the 
instrument does not comply with the requirements for execution of 
a will, and the Probate Code does not invalidate the instrument. 

As a conveyance, a joint tenancy deed is but one means of 
transferring community property which is not affected or 
invalidated by a contrary proviSion in a will. Of all of these 
types of conveyances, this proposed law. would single out joint 
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tenancy transfers to be invalidated and become subject to intestate 
succession or testamentary disposition. Other forms of nonprobate 
transfer of community property, such as the transfer of life 
insurance, will remain unaffected. We think the same reasons apply 
and mitigate against subjecting community property, whether held in 
joint tenancy or any other form, to intestate or testamentary 
disposition. 

First, and most importantly, there are many existing plans and 
conveyances where property has been taken in joint tenancy form, 
based on sound and correct legal advice. Current law allows 
property in joint tenancy form to pass to the surviving joint 
tenant, unaffected by a contrary provision in a will. By changing 
the law, the intent of most persons, who have sought good legal 
advice and followed that advice, will be upset. The only persons 
who can be helped are those whose plans are presently flawed. 

Second, the present law supports the integrity of our title 
system. Now, anyone examining title and finding it in joint 
tenancy form, can be reasonably assured that title will pass to the 
surviving joint tenant, and that, once an Affidavit - Death of 
Joint Tenant has been filed, title has passed. We imagine it will 
be quite upsetting to the title companies trying to insure title to 
have this presumed validity of title upset by a law that states 
that a contrary provision in a will, or proof that the property was 
indeed community property, will instead vest the property in those 
persons designated in a will which may be discovered years 
afterward. 

Third, if community property is not allowed to pass as 
cononunity property to the surviving joint tenant spouse, it will 
impose the requirement of filing a Spousal Property Petition in 
every case where community property has been held in joint tenancy 
form and a step up in basis is desired on both halves of the 
community property. These unnecessary petitions could be removed 
from our court system, if the new law merely recognizes that 
community property in joint 'tenancy form, just as community 
property, in the form of a life insurance policy or many other 
types of contract rights, can pass to the surviving spouse based 
merely on form of title or contract agreement, without passing 
through probate and without being affected by contrary testamentary 
disposition. 
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Fourth, there is a certain propriety and simplicity in 
allowing property to pass to the surviving joint tenant just the 
way the title reads. Not only title companies, but also plain 
ordinary people who were told that they were taking property as 
joint tenants with the right of survivorship, will be comforted to 
know that that right of survivorship really does exist. We think 
it is more important to protect those people who rely on a plain 
language meaning of the title, rather than those who 
surreptitiously try to avoid that plain meaning by making a 
contrary provision in their will and attempting from the grave to 
upset the plan made when the joint tenancy property was acquired. 

Perhaps a simple example can show the harsh inequities that 
can result from this change in the law. Consider the couple, each 
of whom is married for the second time, who hold but a single piece 
of community property, their home, in joint tenancy form. Knowing 
that the surviving spouse will ,have the community property home, 
each spouse then makes a will leaving all of their other property 
to their own children. In this not unusual situation, under the 
new law the children would be free to challenge the joint tenancy 
deed and leave the surviving spouse with only half of the property 
he or she was supposed to receive. Under current law, the 
surviving joint tenant spouse would receive the house as intended. 

We thank you for your consideration. 

KGP:ar 

Very truly yours, 

PETRULIS & LICK n 
--+-IG:·Y~ 

h!~rHGG. PETRULIS 
for the Beverly Hills 
Bar Association, Probate, 
Trust and Estate Planning 
Legislative Committee 
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THOMAS N. STEWART, JR. 

THOMAS N. STEWART, III 

JEANNINE V. O'NEll 

April 21, 1993 

STEwART, STEwART A O'NEIL 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

1908 TICE VALLEY BLVD. 

WALNIIT CREEK, CA 94595 

15101932·8000. FAX (510) 932-4681 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite #2D 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

Gentlemen; 

"""'"", 
T. NEl.8OH IITE'lNMT 

IICHNID M. SCHu.zE 

law Revision Commission 
RECEIVED 

.;:n;; 1943 
file: ______ _ 
Key: ------

This is my response to the invitation to comment on the proposed 
legislation to "clarify" joint tenancy property vis a vis community 
property. I believe the proposed legislation to be ill considered. 

As a general proposition, I deplore legislation intended to protect 
the public against itself, but which results in compounding the 
layman's existing befuddlement. If your committee, the legislature 
and our pitiful state Bar want to help the public, encourage the 
later to get their legal advice from lawyers instead of real estate 
brokers, security peddlers and bank employees. 

If you· have a compulsion to legislate, at least follow the 
principal of K.1. s. S. Simply make a declaration in the form 
presented in your article a prerequisite to recording a deed or 
deed of trust where the grantees or beneficiaries are a married 
couple and execution of· such a declaration a condition to the 
opening of a bank account and the transfer of securities. Giving 
the bank or broker one more piece of paper to have signed would not 
be much of a burden and the county recorder already collects a 
preliminary change of ownership form with every deed for the 
benefit of the county assessor, so another "prerequisite" to 
recording shouldn't pose a problem. 

The courts in MacDonald and the Bar/legislature in Probate Code 
§5000 et seq have already made a significant contribution to 
California's muddled property laws. Don't exacerbate the problem 
by proposing more rules. 
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Finally, have you considered the adverse Federal Estate Tax effect 
making joint tenancy property part of the property "subject to 
claims"? I doubt it. 

Very truly yours, 

~ hJ.4c . . ~;... 
THOMAS N. STEWART, JR. 
TNS:k 
CC: Robert E. Temmerman; Jr., Esq. 
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Carol A. GIcMr 

OUr File No. 999.2 

April 26, 1993 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Ste. D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303-4739 

Re: Joint Tenancy Title 

Gentlemen: 

law Revision CommisslOll 
RECEIVED 

") 1993 
file: ______ _ 
Key: 

I just received my copy of the Estate Planning, Trust & Probate News containing the information 
about the tentative recommendation on April 22, 1993. Therefore, I am sending this response 
despite the stated deadline date of April 15th. For your information, my practice consists solely 
of real estate transactions and estate planning. 

I. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

I do not think we should allow oral transmutation. 

I think we should support this legislation. 

I think it is a desirable goal to conform treatment of title at dissolution and at death. It 
is too confusing for most lay people to have different treatment. 

I think it should be prospective only. 

I have included my changes in the wording of Section 864. 

I think it is unreasonable to charge escrow, real estate brokers and title company 
personnel with "all adverse consequences that result" by their failure to advise. I am not 
as concerned about attorneys. At some point people have to take responsibility for 
themselves and should be charged with their own failure to seek proper advice. 
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LRC 
April 24, 1993 
Page two 

7. I cannot think of an effective way of clarifying the consequences when both separate and 
community property funds have been used. I think most of the problems will be cleared 
up by the proposed language. 

Very truly yours, 

Encl. 

cc: Robert E. Temmerman, Ir., Esq. 
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Comment. Section 863 requires that a person who offers 

married persons the option of holding property in joint tenancy 
form must provide information comparing community property 
and separate property held as joint tenants. A person who fails 
properly to inform the married persons may be liable for any 
adverse consequences that result from the joint tenancy form of 
title. The information requirement of this section may be satisfied 
by use of the statutory form provided in Section 864. This section 
applies only to a fonn or instrument provided or advice given on 
or after January 1. 1996. Section 867 (transitional provision). 

§ 864. Statutury form 

864. (a) An instrument transmuting community property to 
separate property held as joint tenants satisfies Sections 862 and 
863 if tbe instrument is made in writing by an express.decl3ration 
substantially in the following form and signed by each spouse: 

DECLARATION OF JOINT TENANCY 
NOTICE 

IF YOU SIGN THIS DECLARATION, YOU WILL LOSE 
IMPORTANT COMMUNITY PROPERTY RIGHTS. DO Naf 
SIGN THIS DECLARATION UNLESS YOU ARE WILLING 
TO GIVE UP YOUR COMMUNITY PROPERTY RIGHTS. 

SOME OF YOUR COMMUNITY PROPERTY RIGHTS ARE 
SUMMARIZED BELOW. THIS SUMMARY IS Naf A COM· 
PLETE STATEMENT OF THE LAW. YOU MAY WISH TO 
SEEK EXPERT ADVICE BEFORE SIGNING TillS DECLA· 

RATION. wiJ.L be. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The property that is the subject of this declaration is: 

Description of Property or Document of Title or Other 
InstrumeDt CrealingJoint Tenancy Title 

DECLARATION 

We have read the Notice in this instrument and understand that 
we lose important community property rights by signing this 
instrument We declare that we intend to convert any community 
property interest we may have in the property that is the subject of 
this declaration to joint interests in separate property, and to hold 
the propeny for all purposes as joint tenants and DOt as community 
property. 

Signature of Spouse _______ Date ___ _ 

Signature of Spouse ________ Date ___ _ 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

State of California 

County of ___ _ 

) 
) 
) 

On before me. (here insert name and 
litle of officer), personally appeared , per
sonally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence) to be the per.;on(s) whose name(s) isfare subscribed to 

Management and ControL Yo andyourspousemustact the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they 
together to transfer any interes in community real prop- executed the same in hislher/their authorized capacity(ies), and 
erty. If you sign this declaratio ,your spouse acting alone that by hislher/theirsignature(s) on theinstrumenllhe person(s), or 
may transfer a one-half interes in the property. the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the 
Rights of Creditors. All of y ur community property is instrument. 
liable for your debts. !fyou sig this declaration, only YOUr~Witne.ss my hand and official seal. 
one·halfinterest in th~ropert liable for your debts, and, 11 _._ 
when you die your spouse takes your interesJ.1reeoF&bi5. nature (Seal) 
By signing this declaration you may impair your ability to . 
get credil. . (b) Nothing in this section limits or affects either of the 
Passage to Surviving Spouse. When you die, your one· following: 
half interest in community property passes to the beneficia- (1) The validity of an insaument not substantially in the form 
ries named in your will, for example a child or a trust; if you provided in this section if the instrument otherwise satisfies 
have no will. it passes to your spouse. If you sign this Section 862. 
declaration your one·half interest in the property passes to (2) The sufficiency of infonnation concerning the advantages 
your spouse; you csoot will xqur i'llere~t in the propertL~ disadvantages of community property and separate property 
to anyone else4S Qb -t"JUI;.~ 1(' ~l'\e·~·"l.eld as joint tenants if the information otherwise satisfies Section 
Probate, If you leave y r interest in community property 863. 
to your spouse. your spouse may choose wbether or not to 
probate it; if your spouse elects nO! to probate it, your CommeD!. Section 864 provides a "safe harborH for the re-
spouse may establish title within 40 daX'J.afteryour death quiremerus of Sections 862 (transmutation of community property 
by recording an affidav¥.R~,your deallltif you sign this to joint tenancy) and 863 (information concerning form of title). 
declaration your spouse'ildlr take tbe property without This section does nO! provide the exclusive means by which those 
probate; title may be establish¢ ill\l!ledjate/y ~)' recorded sections may be satisfied; any instrument or information that meets 
affidavitf'Jo one. C.Q.iI\ ~ -tttt.e . the standanls in those sections will satisfy them. However. use of 

• Income Taxes. Wben your spouse dies you will receive an tI!" statutory form provided in Section 864 satisfies those sections 
income tax benefit for community property that ~~:s a matter of law. 

" . creased in value. If you sign this declaration, yo~iZiLt: The express declaration provision of this section is consistent 
~ retei ve an income tax benefit fortbe property unless it has with requirements in Civil Code Section 683 ("express declara-

declined in value. tion" required for joint interest) and in Family Code Section 852 

~~ ~~ ~ ~4~express declaration" requrred for transm::::
m 

on page /8 
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FAMILY LAW SECTION 
THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA 

For (413) 681·8228 

--

california Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, #0-2 

April 26, 1993 

Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Re: Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Community property, 
# F-521.1/L-521.1 

Dear commissioners: 

The Family Law Section's Executive Committee has reviewed 
the Tentative Recommendation as above captioned dated January 
1993 and unanimously agrees with the recommendation and reasoning 
therein. 

sincerely, 

Mark I. starr 

MIS/s 
cc: Stephen J. Wagner, Section Chair 
cc: Donald W. Breer, section Adminstrator 
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